City of Holmes Beach
5801 Marina Drive
Holmes Beach, FL 34217
(941) 778-COPS
(2677)
www.holmesbeachfl.org
Robert L. Johnson - Mayor

William L. Tokajer - Chief of Police

PLEASE BE A GOOD NEIGHBOR WHILE VISITING HOLMES BEACH – OUR PARADISE
City of Holmes Beach Parking Violations
(included, but are not limited to)
No person shall stop, stand or park any vehicle, except when necessary to avoid conflict with other traffic or in
compliance with the directions of a police officer or traffic control device, in any of the following places:















Areas with signs that prohibit parking
On a sidewalk
On a crosswalk or within twenty (20) feet of a crosswalk
On a bicycle path
Within thirty (30) feet of a stop sign
Within thirty (30) feet of an intersection
Within fifteen (15) feet of a fire hydrant
In a manner which blocks a public or private driveway
Within a handicapped zone or parking space without the proper license plate or hangtag issued by a state and affixed to or in the car
Between 10 pm and 6 am at the Manatee County Public Beach
Facing in the wrong direction (“every vehicle stopped or parked upon a two-way
roadway shall be so stopped or parked with the right-hand wheels parallel with the
direction of traffic and in a manner that does not impede the normal flow of traffic”)
Double-parked, either side by side or tandem
On private property without the permission of the “owner of the property”

Schedule of fines
 Unlawful parking in handicap zone.....$200.00 / Blocking Emergency Access…$75
 Parking in restricted areas; unlawful parking or parking where parking is prohibited. $50
 Additional penalty if fine is not paid within 5 days.....$ 15.00
Pay parking tickets online at www.holmesbeachfl.org
Thanks for being a good neighbor!
Holmes Beach Police (941) 778-COPS
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